SOLUTION OVERVIEW

SABRE MODULE

Supercharge iCLASS SE® and multiCLASS
SE® Readers with DESFire® Security
Leveraging your existing infrastructure, Safetrust extends the life of your
existing readers with a 100% plug and play upgrade for your existing HID®
iCLASS SE and multiCLASS SE readers.

Product
Features
30-Second Install

Plug-in upgrade with zero downtime, zero
wiring and no electrical license required.
Remote Management

Simple, Secure and Affordable Migration
The SABRE MODULE offers a seamless transition from insecure Prox or
iCLASS® cards to DESFire within seconds.
More Secure than iCLASS

MIFARE® DESFire cards are far more secure than iCLASS credentials which have
known vulnerabilities that make them easily copied.
Better Performance and Lower Cost than Seos®

Distribute firmware updates over secure
WiFi, direct to all installed readers from
Safetrust's cloud app, Credential Manager.
Don’t Replace — Just Retrofit

Safetrust's retrofit approach allows you to
maintain your prior investment and extend
the ROI on your readers by upgrading and
future-proofing instead of replacing.

HID Seos credentials are a proprietary credential trap, designed to lock customers
into an expensive single-source supply chain. With the SABRE MODULE, customers
can manage their DESFire EV2 ecosystem, distribute new encryption keys securely
over WiFi, and purchase their credentials from any vendor.
Future-proof

The SABRE MODULE offers support for multi-vendor DESFire credential support and
is future-proof for card types like DESFire EV3, PLAID, Certificates, FIDO2 and more.
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